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ight interacts in a wide variety of ways with matter, and in par-
ticular with biological systems. Photosynthesis is the most basic 

mechanism for these interactions. Artificial, or bioengineered photo-
synthesis, is now being developed for energy and industrial applications, 
and represents one possible solution to the need for clean, inexpensive 
energy production. Artificial photosynthesis is a chemical process that 
replicates the natural systems that define photosynthesis (photosystems 
1 and 2). The goal of this concept is to mimic light (photon collec-
tion) and dark (energy conversion and CO2 sequestration) processes 
of natural photosynthesis to produce energy (electricity and hydrogen) 
and biopolymers with high efficiency [1]. Photocatalytic water splitting 
is an important research subset of this technology [2]. Development of 
artificial photosynthesis systems have the potential to lead to bioanalog 
systems for

• Nonpolluting electricity generation
• Photovoltaics 
• Photohydrogen generation
• Alternative carbon products
• CO2 sequestration
The task to mimic nature is daunting. Learning from and improving 

upon nature is no easy matter. For example, any artificial photovoltaic 
structure will require matrices and scaffolds/frameworks to which active 
chromophores are attached. Hydrogen is the fuel of the future, and its 
production using biological systems and energy from the sun is a major 
technological goal. 

High energy carbohydrates are the main product of natural photo-
synthesis processes, and CO2 is the carbon source for this metabolic/
synthetic activity [1]. It is interesting that over 200 billion tons of CO2 
annually are consumed in natural photosynthesis. It is critical to first 
review and understand the basic processes involved with photosyn-
thesis. The overall process of photosynthesis consists of two main 
phases; “light” and “dark” reactions, shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows 
the basic photosynthesis processes taking place in a thylkoid membrane. 
The first concerns light energy absorbed by “antenna” chlorophyll mol-
ecules in special cell membranes (thylakoids) and transferred to reaction 
center chlorophylls. These reaction are known as the Z-scheme. Here 
electrochemical reactions occur that generate two vital energy rich bio-
logical compounds; adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and reduced pyridine 
nucleotide (NADPH). Oxygen is a byproduct of these reactions and is 
released to the atmosphere. One can equate these processes to nature’s 
own photovoltaic energy conversion systems (i.e., Photosystems).

Photosystem I (PSI) and Photosystem II (PSII) are outlined in Figure 
3a and 3b, and are located within the thylakoid membranes of the chlo-
roplast. Due to chlorophyll, Photosystem I optimally absorbs 700 nm, 
and Photosystem II optimally absorbs 680 nm, as shown in Figure 4. 
Typically, electrons flow from PSII through cytochrome bf (a membrane 
bound protein analogous to Complex III of the mitochondrial electron 
transport chain) to PSI. Photosystem II then uses light energy to oxidize 
two molecules of water into one molecule of molecular oxygen. The 4 
electrons removed from the water molecules are transferred by an elec-
tron transport chain to ultimately reduce 2NADP+ to 2NADPH. During 
the electron transport process a proton gradient is generated across the 
thylakoid membrane. This proton motive force is then used to drive 
the synthesis of ATP. ATP is needed for enzymatic carbon fixation (see 
program 4 in Figure 5). This process requires PSI, PSII, cytochrome bf, 
ferredoxin-NADP+ reductase and chloroplast ATP synthase.

Bioenergetic energy converters and CO2-fixing enzyme reactors are 
based on photosynthesis processes and are being developed to combine 
electrical energy (from the grid) and hydrogen (Programs 3 and 4) to 
generate biochemicals NADPH and ATP needed for carbon fixation. In 
nature NADPH and ATP are created in association with photon cap-
turing systems (which generate O2). The bioenergetic converter operates 
under anaerobic conditions that simplify biochemistry in that this pro-
cess is performed the dark, which eliminates formation of unwanted O2. 
O2 is a chemical inhibitor of key enzyme reactions in the natural carbon 
fixing processes as well as producing damaging side products, and thus 
can degrade the performance of the system. 

Figure 5 shows the processes involved with the bioenergy converter. 
The technology to generate NADPH and ATP on a large scale, however, 
is years away. The bioenergy converter utilizes electrodes based on an 
oxidation-reduction reaction. The ultimate goal here is to biomimeti-
cally produce artificial systems based on natural photosynthesis [3,4]. 
In natural photosynthesis iron-sulfur ferrodoxin (PS I) reduces NAPD+ 
to NADPH. Additionally, ADP is formed by proton flow resulting from 
membrane incorporated ATP synthase, with the required protons gener-
ated by bioelectron currents between PS I and PS II. 

Referring to Figure 5, electricity and H2 for the process would be 
supplied by external sources and would furnish the free energy and 
reducing equivalents. Inputs for the converter are ADP, Pi(phosphate), 
NADP+, H2 and Q (quinine). Outputs are ATP, NADPH and Q. The 
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Figure 1. Schematic summary of light reactions in Photosystem II.

Figure 2. Photosynthesis processes taking place in a thylakoid membrane.
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continued on page 30

Figure 3a. Photosystem I Figure 3b. Photosystem II

Figure 4. Optical absorption spectrum of chlorophyll.
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Figure 5. Schematic picture of the key components of a bio-energetic electrode system involving Program 3 [1].
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synthetic membrane is supported by a solid substrate. The input 
components are contained in a recirculating stream used to provide 
the metabolic energy necessary to operate the Calvin cycle enzymes 
in an immobilized bed of a carbon fixation reactor, shown in Figure 
6. Channel width between anode and cathode is ~ 50 nm and current 
between the electrodes is created by reducing and oxidation of mobile 
quinine (Q). Hydrogen must be continuously be injected into the 
system to provide a correct stoichiometry for the reactions. Note that 
this system operates anaerobically. 

Milestones for the development of this bioenergy reactor are:
• Identify suitable NAPDH reductases (ferrodoxin-NADP+ reductase, 

transition metal complexes, etc.). Attach to an electrode surface and 
test for NADP+ reduction with redox mediators.

• Identify and test suitable H2 quinone reductases and mobile quinine 
carriers for electrolytic proton current generation.

• Select suitable ATP synthase (bacterially derived) and determine 
optical membrane insertion strategy from established reconstitution 
techniques for hydrophobic proteins. Incorporate into supported 
membrane electrode with functional proton mobile reservoir.

• Test and optimize function of ATP synthase system and improve 
functional stability.

• Assemble and test final electrode membrane system for NADPH+-
ATP generation efficiency.

Overall bio-cell performance can then  be optimized and stabilized 
using molecular biology techniques that mix and match protein systems 
for various organism sources and evolve them artificially to support 
cell operation. Based on catalytic activities ~ 103/s, electrode current 
densities ~ 1 mA/cm2, and efficient electrode stacking (~ 10/cm, 50 mm 
channels), initial system specifications and performance are promising 
for a large area conversion plant.

Progress is being made in development of biological solar cells. The 
energy from photosynthesis fuels a good part of the Earth’s biosphere. 
There would be a virtually limitless supply of material for solar cells 
made from plants, and we could cover the planet with energy generating 
“foliage”. Energy from algae is even now being developed [4,5,6,7,8,9]. 

As we shall see, this process is based on the optical absorptive prop-
erties of chlorophylls. Recall that artificial chlorophyll (essentially dyes) 
used in dye sensitized solar cells can also be an integral part of this tech-
nology. One type of dye is photosensitive ruthenium-polypyridine. We 
can consider the dye a form of artificial chlorophyll. In photosynthesis 
plants generate free electrons to make carbohydrates, a source of energy. 
Figure 7 shows the mechanisms of a basic bio-solar cell. The basic bio-
solar cell uses photosynthesis: 

• A photon is absorbed by chlorophyll and excites an electron into a 
higher energy level

• Excited electrons are pulled away from the chlorophyll molecule 
and trapped in a positively charged site 

• The trapped electrons drive chemical processes that make glucose 
and other carbohydrates

• A conductive medium is placed between layers of chlorophyll to 
conduct electrons and form an electric current

Figure 7. Basic bio-solar cell [10].

We need to understand the basics of photosynthesis to construct a 
bio-solar cell. The basic formula for photosynthesis is

6CO2 + 12H2O  --[hν + chlorophyll]→C6H12O6 + 6O2 + 6H2O
There are a number of ways light can react in photosynthesis, as 

shown graphically in Figure 8. Figure 4 shows the optical absorption 
spectrum of chlorophyll, which absorbs heavily in the UV, blue and red 
and reflects green (hence the green color of foliage). Figure 9 diagrams 
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Figure 6. Schematic of a carbon fixation plant using bioenergetic converters and enzyme 
bed reactors [1].
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the “Z Scheme,” consisting of light and dark reactions [1,11]. In the first 
leg of the Z, photons are absorbed by “antenna” chlorophyll molecules in 
special cell membranes (thylakoids) and transferred to reaction center 
chlorophylls. Immediately we see that chlorophyll performs several 
functions. A detailed “play-by-play” of this process, however, is beyond 
the scope of this article and only the basics will be given. Electrons 
originate from water oxidation at the start of Program 2 and are driven 
through two photochemical processes through Programs 1 and 2 (see 
above). Electrons emerge as reducing equivalents in the form of NADP 
(nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate) and NADPH (reduced 
NADP). The current generated creates a proton gradient across the thy-
lakoid membrane which enables formation of ATP (adenosine triphos-
phate). This is shown more graphically in Figure 2. Oxygen is produced 
as a byproduct (see formula above) and released into the atmosphere. 
Thus we see that electron transfer is critical to the process of trans-
forming light into electricity stored in cell membranes (thylakoid). This 
is the basis for Programs 1 and 2 shown in Figure 9. Each program oper-
ates in series to photochemcially charge the membrane. 

The photosynthesis processes can be used for more than just electron 
movement and making ATP, NADP and NADH. Referring to Figure 10, 
simulation of natural photosynthesis by artificial photosynthesis will 
encompass the following goals [1]:

• Photovoltaic power generation using novel, low cost , synthetic sys-
tems with the inherently high photon capturing and charge separa-
tion efficiency (quantum efficiency) of natural photosytems.

• Fixing CO2 from the air using “dry agriculture” which employs 
enzyme bed reactor systems. This system is powered by hydrogen 
and bioelectric transducers from the national power grid, and will 
produce carbohydrates (food), liquid fuels, chemical feedstocks and 
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Figure 8. Basic graphic of photosynthesis.

Figure 9. “Z Scheme” light reactions with chlorophyll [1,11].



polymers for fiber production. The best part is that water usage in these processes will be 
negligible.

• Hydrogen production from sea water or other suitable water sources. Electrode systems 
employing catalytic surfaces modeled on the relevant high efficiency active sites in photo-
synthetic organisms will achieve the electrolytic decomposition of water into hydrogen and 
oxygen.

We now have the fundamentals to begin understanding biological solar cells. We have a 
source of electrons needed to generate a photocurrent. Now the problems are

• Improving quantum efficiency (QE)
• Reliable and repeatable performance
• Environmental, chemical and thermal stability
• Coupling to a load

Quantum efficiencies of natural photosystem reaction centers for light trapping and photo-
electric charge separation are high [12]. About 1 V is generated across a typical membrane region 
shown in Figure 5, and charge recombination rate is low. Table 1 compares the performance of 
silicon and various organic photovoltaic technologies. 

The design of PV assemblies and solar cells shown in Table 1 is based on several factors:
• Structures should be convenient to produce by chemical or biological processes that allow for 

a wide range of chromophores  to be readily incorporated. Choice of chromophores should 
maximize response over the entire solar spectrum. 

• Charge recombination rates must be significantly lower than those in semiconductor PV sys-
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tems to achieve comparable efficiencies.
• Photoelectron transfer should be as large 

a distance as possible (10’s of Å) to maxi-
mize current density. 

• Easy electron charge transport into 
and out of the system, at the donor and 
acceptor regions, is critical.

The chemistry of bio solar cell using 
natural and artificial chromosphores is 
extremely complex. Artificial peptide or 
bio-based structures currently show promise 
as the molecular framework in which the 
above system can be structured. There are a 
number of molecular frames that can serve 
as templates for attaching a wide variety of 
chromophores, an example of which is shown 
in Figure 11 [13]. A number of factors have 
to be addressed for a large scale bio-PV 
system to be competitive:

• There  must be a molecular framework 
to attach large number of light captur-
ing chromophores, funneling energy to 
single rapid turnover charge separating 
center complexes

• A large number of small units with a 
smaller number of chromophores per 
unit

Figure 12 summarizes these concepts [1]. 
So we now become aware that a major 

challenge is getting the electric current in the 
membranes out of the cell to perform work 
(to an external load). Small photoreaction 
units appear to get the job done faster than 
larger systems with maximum intermolecular 
light capture/charge capture efficiencies. 

One of the biggest challenges for organic 
and bio-solar cells is achieving high current 
densities, which are presently an order of 
magnitude less than semiconductor cells. It’s 
estimated that the maximum bio-cell output 
is ~ 50 mA/cm2 [1]. Typical of limited output 
devices, one fix is to put a large number of 
cells in series by stacking reaction units. 
Synthetic membranes have been developed 
for this purpose, as shown in Figure 12b. It’s 
estimated that an output voltage ~ 20 V can 

continued on page 34

Figure 10. Artificial photosynthesis concepts [1].

Type VOC Max. 
Theoretical 
Eff.

IMAX
(mA/cm2)

Current 
Eff.

Recombination 
time(s)

QE

Si ~ 0.6V up to 25% 40 15 – 20% ≤ 10-3 ~ 0.55

Current 
Organic 
PV

1 – 2 V ? ≤ 3 2 – 3 % < 10-6 0.10 – 0.30

PSII stacked 
membrane 
converter

> 20V > 40% < 4 -- >10-4 ~ 1

Table 1. Comparison of silicon and organic photovoltaic performance [1]. 

Figure 11. Chromophores attached to a protein complex 
[13]. 
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Figure 12. Bio-mimetic photoelectric generator design concepts [1].

Figure 13. Spinach based artificial bio-solar cell [14].

be achieved by the stacked design. Another advantage is that, similar to a stacked thin film semi-
conductor cell, different chromophores can be used to match the entire solar spectrum. There are 
still a number of challenges, such as insulating between membranes to prevent current leakage. 

Goals for stacked artificial bio-solar cells are [1]
• Identify and synthesize potential chromophore scaffolds and basic bilayer-hyodrophilic 

repeating units
• Develop and test strategies to incorporate scaffolds in bilayer units
• Identify and test appropriate electrode materials.
• Construct and test photovoltaic assemblies with several repeating bilayer units on metal 

electrodes.
• Optimize long-term photostabilty and conversion efficiency

A number of interesting bio-solar cell concepts are being developed, some surprising. A sur-
prising example of an artificial bio-solar cell is a cell constructed from spinach, shown in Figure 
13 [14]. Note how this structure has many of the properties mentioned above. The device is 
essentially a spinach sandwich. A protein complex (Photosystem 1 – PS1) derived from spinach 
chloroplasts is assembled on a peptide membrane to form the electric circuit, much like the one 
shown in Figure 11. The cell is constructed from ground up spinach which is purified to isolate 
a protein complex used in the cell. Similar to Figure 11, the chromophores attach to the protein 

scaffolding. A thin Au film deposited on glass 
helps the spinach PS1 assemble in layers. A 
polymeric insulator is then deposited over the 
spinach to insulate between membranes (see 
above), and a top semitransparent electrical 
contact is applied over this assembly. It is esti-
mated that this device is capable of achieving 
an efficiency of ~ 20%. 

Finally, work is proceeding on using 
bacteria to simulate the photosynthesis 
process [14]. The structure of an apparatus 
that absorbs sunlight in cyanobacteria (blue 
green algae shown in Figure 14), has been 
discovered. The structure has 96 chlorophylls, 
stacked as shown in Figure 12b, being held at 
close distances by a protein complex. Each of 
the chlorophylls absorb sunlight and delivers 
its energy to a central chlorophyll pair that 
utilizes it to electronically charge a cell mem-
brane, creating a highly efficient biological 
solar cell, as discussed above. This system is 
very forgiving in that several of the chloro-
phylls can be taken off and performance will 
not be significantly degraded. 

Figure 14. Picture of cyanobacteria (blue green algae).

To summarize, bio-solar cells are being 
developed that use electrons generated in the 
photosynthesis process. These electrons gen-
erate an electric current across cell membranes 
that can be connected to a load to generate 
power, similar to a semiconductor solar cell. 
We have seen that natural and artificial pho-
tosynthesis can be used to generate electrons 
within cell membranes and create an electric 
current and biological solar cell. Work is pro-
ceeding on many fronts to develop structures 
that absorb light over the entire solar spectrum 

Artificial Photosynthesis and Biological Solar Cells
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Figure 14. Picture of cyanobacteria (blue green algae).
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to optimize the efficiency of the bio-solar cell, much like semicon-
ductor photovoltaics. There appears to be a limitless, and low cost, 
supply of materials for bio-photovoltaics, which is very promising for 
the economical use of photovoltaics. There are still many problems to 
overcome, stability being the most important. Although competitive bio 
solar cells are at least twenty years in the future, this is one of the most 
promising areas of green energy development. 
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